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Abstract
Based on a funded project from a major corporation, this paper presents a new conceptual framework for
applications of Information Systems Internet-Based Distributive Model (ISIBDM) in United State industries
(e.g., communications, transportation, manufacturing) using a simulation package. The simulation package
consists of a server and client programs using a common protocol. The server maintains a database for the
simulation package.  The client collects data from the server and runs the simulation.
The ISIBDM, as an emerging technology, is not only spawning a new industry but will also significantly
influence most of the Fortune 500 companies in the new millennium (Martin, 1996).  It provides a unique tool
and an extremely efficient environment for fostering agility in the industries and for real-time information flow
among multinational and global corporations.  Primarily, the ISIBDM takes advantage of  World Wide Web
technologies to access remote users, anywhere on the Internet, specifications about products used in industry.
This paper presents an example of web pages implementing a software test bed that enables the information
systems analysts (ISA) to accurately and efficiently select product inserts and parameters for their products.
The Internet-based open architecture provides a new and rich environment for industry to utilize a more
powerful and more effective Internet environment to assist their process planning.
Keywords:  Information systems, Internet-based distributive systems, World Wide Web
Introduction
In the new millennium, competitive and high technology global companies are experiencing many major evolutionary changes.
In the past century, the primary thrust in industry was reduction of the production costs (Chatterjee and Sambamurthy, 1999). This
emphasis on production cost resulted in corporate strategies, which were based on high volumes, cost minimization, systems
standardization, stable conditions, and environments focused on efficient processes and inexpensive products.  However, to
support these strategies, the ISA were forced to rely mostly on the production and inventory control systems and numerical control
systems (Conger and Mason, 1998).  Recently, increasing global competition and technological advances created a paradigm shift
in manufacturing technologies.  These changes required more competitive industrial enterprises, with core business strategies
focused on assuring the ability to succeed in an environment of continuous dynamic change.
In the new millennium, due to advances in applications of ISIBDM, survival of an enterprise will increasingly depend on its ability
to respond quickly to the demands for high quality, market-driven products at the lowest possible cost (Goldman, Angel and Pries,
1994). The fast advancing information technologies in computers, artificial intelligence, communication, and the  Internet will
provide powerful engines to propel United States industries forward to approach agility (Bakos, 1998).  The Internet, as a state-of-
the-art technology, will continue to support spawning industries and will also radically alter the environments in which these high
technology industries operate (Martin, 1996).  This paper presents an agile architecture, Internet-based network system for modern
industries.   Because of the ISIBDM, high technology companies’ software products are developed in World Wide Web protocols
and are loaded on some of the distributed servers which are accessible and executable by remote users anywhere on the Internet.
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Figure 1(a). Internet Backbone Structure of the United States
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Figure 1 (b): Three-Level Internet Hierarchical Structure
Internet Enabling Environments
The ISIBDM is effectively supported by the Internet which is a collection of more than 50,000 networks, public and private,
worldwide, and uses common protocols and exchange traffic.  Its backbone Internet structure in the United States is shown in
Figure 1a. It is organized as a three-level hierarchy, as illustrated in Figure 1b (a magnified view of the dashed circle in Figure
1a).  Individual host companies (the bottom level) are typically connected to local networks that are operated by universities,
research centers, federal and state agencies, and individual commercial organizations (Alexander and Tate, 1999). 
Local networks (the middle level)
are connected to a number of
regional, mid-level networks that
are operated by large universities.
Each of the regional networks is
connected to the National Science
Foundation networks’ (NSFNET)
backbone network.  The role of
the Internet backbone (the top
level) in the United States has
been taken over by the NSFNET,
a high-speed network established
by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) in 1985, based
on ARPAnet protocols.  NSFNET
consists of a number of
computers, called central nodal
switching systems (CNSSs) or
external nodal switching systems
(ENSSs), that are interconnected
by T3 digital transmission
facilities that support a bit rate of
45 Mbps.  Each of the Internet
regional networks is connected to
at least one of the NSFNET nodal
switching systems.
Structure for the System
The Internet will be useful for
maintaining communications
between global companies.
Communication within a global
company, as illustrated in Figure
2, uses an Internet-based
distributive software system. A
software package is loaded on
server A, or is distributed among
multiple server systems A, B, and
C, through the mechanisms of
partitioning and replication. The
remote user, client X, makes a
request for information from the
software running on Server A and
may pass a set of argument values
to it. The information passed
between the server and client may
need to be encrypted. The requested messages pass through the local network X, the regional network m, and the Internet
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Figure 2. Paradigm for Internet-based Software System
Figure 3. Connection between Client and Server
backbone to the regional
networks k, l, and n, and finally
reach the servers A, B, and C
through their local networks.  If
the link to server A is lost, the
clients can connect to server B
until the link to server A is up
(Instone, 97).
The method for implementing the
distributed software system is
based on client-server architecture
using the data transfer mechanism
(DTM) library to transfer data
between the server and the client.
Using this approach, the
simulation package uses ports to
permit the server and client
programs. The programs run on
two different machines to
communicate with each other.
The server maintains a database
of information for the simulation
package (e.g., locations, entities,
resources, time constraints, etc.)
and results of simulation runs. 
The client runs the simulation using the information transferred from the server and transfers the simulation results to the server.
The server and client send packets of information to each other containing the IP (the numerical name of the computer) and ports,
which are numbered from 0 to 65535. The ports tell the server which software, or service, the information is being sent to  and
where to return the information. To start communications, the client opens a port and connects to a known port being
communicated to by the server. The client uses different ports, but every client connects to the same server port. The server port
can have many simultaneous connections.  The client and server follow a certain protocol to communicate with each other. For
example, the information could consist of a header and a body. In addition, the body contains any data that needs to be sent, i.e.,
the actual variables. The protocol enables the server to understand the inputs that the client is sending and vice versa (Hutton and
Keller, 1985).
Software Environment
The single connection between the server and the client is called a run. A run consists of a number of requests. Each request is
one run of a simulation based on some input parameters. In the input section, the client sends the input parameters for request of
product specifications and assembly designs of other simulations. If the input section is missing, the simulation assumes default
values for all input parameters. In the output section, the server transmits from its database the product specifications and assembly
designs. If the information requested from the server is not sufficient, then the output notifies the user of missing requests. The
client can either send another request or close the connection. The client needs to know the specific port number at which to
contact the server (refer to Figure 3).
In the first stage of the communication protocol, the
client connects to the server. The server sends a DTM
message that is verified by the client to ensure that
both are following the same protocol. The client
program then sends the instruction to begin the run.
The second stage begins when the client sends the
request to begin the input section. In the input section,
the client sends various DTM messages containing a
variable name in the header and its value in the data
portion of the message. The variable names
Electronic Commerce
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Figure 4.  Internet-based Distributed System Software Flowchart
correspond to the various
parameters that the program
requires. The output session is
requested from the client by
sending various messages
consisting of variable names
of the output that it requires.
After the input and output
section, the client sends a
message to close the
connection.  Then, protocol
signals the client to run the
simulation on the client using
the inputs and outputs between
the server and client.  In the
third stage, the client can
either begin a new request by
opening a new connection to
the server, or the client can
terminate (Hutton and Keller, 1985).  The flowchart of the first through third stages of the communication protocol between client
and server is shown in Figure 4. 
The system works on client/server architecture of Web-based technology where the web-browser requests data from the remote
server utility through some input information to be provided through an interactive HTML form. The server processes the client’s
requests by accessing the database through a common gateway interface script (CGIS), querying the database through SQL and
displaying the results of the query in HTML format.  
Program Structure
Internet Selection for the turning model consists of four modules: the database, the insert selection module, the cutting tool design
module, and the advanced module.  The most important module of the system is the database that consists of five data files:
1. Part material data file, which contains most commonly used work piece material information.
2. Cutting tool insert data file, which contains comprehensive insert information.
3. Cutting tool data file, which contains information on tool holders such as clamp sets (top, wedge, lever, and screw clamp),
shin (form and size), center (form and size), chip breaker (form and size), and other auxiliary parts.
4. Machine tool data file, which contains information on machine tools.
5. Part accuracy data file, which contains part dimensional tolerance, shape tolerance, and surface roughness information.
This module aids the end-user (machinist) in finding out the best cutting tool insert for machining the workpiece under optimum
conditions of process performance for cost and quality. It is this CGIS that makes the Web a viable medium for software test beds.
 An example of the cutting tool insert is illustrated in Figure 5. From the web page in Figure 5, one clicks on the desired cutting
tool insert. Next, click on the “begin” button, and the specifications of the selected cutting tool insert will be displayed as shown
in the figure.   A single run of the software test bed generates the output in HTML format to recommend the most  appropriate
cutting tool insert that would give the best possible results and optimum cutting conditions as per the parameters provided by the
user.  The exact sequence to the execution of the test bed is also illustrated in Figure 5, starting from left to right.
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Figure 5.  Test Bed Execution Sequence
The insert selection is conducted in two steps.  First, choose insert material (cemented carbide, ceramic, etc.) and shape (triangle,
parallelogram, diamond, square, or round) according to part material, part hardness, and part heat treatment history.  Second,
Electronic Commerce
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Figure 6.  Selected Results
choose insert type (single-sided, double-sided) and angle (rake angle, clearance angle, lead angle or inclination angle) according
to part accuracy.  
All the inputs on the web
page are in form format,
which contains text input,
radio buttons, check box, and
selection list for a user to
choose the appropriate value
and parameter as input. The
program associated with
form input is also part of the
CGIS, which specifies the
mechanism for transferring
data through the server to the
program.  Figure 6 is a
presentation of the selected
results of the cutting tool
insert. After the selection of
the insert and cutting tool,
the advanced module selects
cutting parameters (speed,
feed rate, and depth of cut).
The software estimates the
average tool life (Chen, Hui
and Du, 1995).
Conclusions
The structure and enabling environment for an Internet-based distributive process planning system is presented in this paper.  With
such a system, a software package written in World Wide Web protocols can be accessed and executed remotely and
simultaneously by multi-users on the Internet.
A software test bed for turning tool design and insert selection is developed to demonstrate the mechanism and feasibility of this
Internet-based system.  With the assistance of this system, a manufacturing company located anywhere in the world can easily
input its part information (CAD design) via the Internet, execute the software, and download the appropriate cutting tool and insert
information. The structure of the first through third stages of the communication protocol between client and server is shown in
Figure 7.
The proposed process is only effective if the Internet-based distributive system is protected and confidential information is
properly encrypted for the purposes of security.  In this era of manufacturing, quick response and limited windows of opportunity,
time is the most valuable competitive tool for major global companies.  In that context, this type of system can enable parallel
design and manufacturing of complex processes at varying, specialized facilities around the world.  The “fit” can be crosschecked
in cyber-space.  Management of the response time to customer demand will ultimately be one of this system’s most compelling
features.
Indeed, it is expected that as the result of this system, smaller specialized manufacturing firms and individuals will be able to team
up to initiate and tackle projects that are much larger than any one of them could handle individually.  This proactive participation
will ultimately unleash a torrent of competition that will significantly alter the way business is conducted.  There are two aspects
to the building of a web-based software test bed: the program structure and the interface that provides access to the software in
the form of web pages. All the required inputs are in form format, i.e., text input, radio buttons, check boxes, and selection lists
for a user to choose the appropriate values/parameters as input. The interface program is also associated with the form input CGIS,
which specifies the mechanism for transferring data through the server to the program (Goldman, Angel and Pries, 1994).
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Figure 7.  Internet-based Distributed System Software Protocol
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